Enhanced integrin mediated signaling and cell cycle progression on fibronectin mimetic peptide amphiphile monolayers.
In recent years, a variety of biomimetic constructs have emerged which mimic the bioactive sequences found in the natural extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins such as fibronectin (FN) that promote cell adhesion as well as proliferation on artificially functionalized interfaces. Much interest lies in investigating the ability of the ECM mimetic materials in regulating a number of vital cell functions including differentiation, gene expression, migration, and proliferation. A peptide amphiphile PR_b containing both the cell adhesive GRGDSP and synergistic PHSRN peptide sequences was developed in our group that was shown to support enhanced cell proliferation and ECM FN secretion as compared to GRGDSP and FN functionalized interfaces. In this study, we have investigated the binding affinity of the PR_b peptide ligand with the FN cell surface receptor, the α(5)β(1) integrin. We compared PR_b functionalized surfaces with FN and BSA coated surfaces and GRGDSP functionalized surfaces in terms of promoting intracellular signaling cascades that are essential for enhanced cellular activity. Specifically, we studied the phosphorylation of focal adhesion kinase (FAK) at tyrosine residues Y397 and Y576 and the formation of cyclin D1, both of which are intracellular markers of integrin mediated attachment of cells, signaling pathways, and progression of cell cycle. FAK and cyclin D1 encourage enhanced cell proliferation, differentiation, and gene expression. Our results show that the PR_b peptide ligand has a specific and strong binding affinity for the α(5)β(1) integrin with a dissociation constant of 76.3 ± 6.3 nM. The PR_b peptide ligands supported enhanced FAK phosphorylation activity and increased cyclin D1 formation as compared to the widely used GRGDSP ligand, the native protein FN (positive control), and BSA nonadhesive surfaces (negative control). These results encourage the use of the FN mimetic PR_b peptide in functionalizing biomaterials for potential tissue engineering and therapeutic applications.